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Banks horsetrade on ringfence f ine print
News analysis
Lenders angle for
concessions on governance
and operational issues of
their retail and investment
units, write FT reporters
Some of Britain’s biggest banks are
expecting to secure concessions from
the regulator over the new ringfencing regime, in an example of the
industry’s fightback against tougher
regulation.
Lenders have been in discussions
with the regulator over the details of
the regime recommended by Sir John
Vickers, which will force them to separate their retail businesses from
their investment banking divisions.
Banks that have the smallest wholesale divisions – Lloyds Banking Group
and Santander UK – fear that they
could be disproportionately hit by the
costs of meeting the rules, which will
require them to have separate boards,
IT systems and risk and finance functions for the activities that are not
included in the ringfence. They have
pushed for concessions, such as more
overlap between the different boards
to limit the number of new non-executive directors they have to find.
The ball is now in the court of the
Bank of England’s Prudential Regulation Authority, which is expected to
unveil its first consultation paper on
the detailed governance and legal
arrangements operating in ringfenced
banks in October. The uncertainty
surrounding the new system comes as
big banks prepare for significant
structural reforms in the US, UK and
potentially the EU, with its Liikanen
proposals, as well as global initiatives
aimed at ending the problem of companies that are too big to fail.
This month Douglas Flint, chairman
of HSBC, called for a pause to the
Vickers process given the UK had also
launched an investigation into competition in the banking sector. He said
regulatory reform was “increasingly
fragmented” and continually evolving. David Strachan, head of Deloitte’s
centre for regulatory strategy, said:
“The PRA’s new rules are the missing
bricks and mortar which banks hope
will provide them with the direction
they need to plan effectively, on governance and other operational issues.
But there is further rulemaking to
come and the uncertainty around the
EU’s bank structural reform proposal
remains. So the building is still far
from complete.”
The UK in December passed legislation adopting Sir John’s proposals to
separate the retail and investment
arms of banks and erecting a
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Douglas Flint, HSBC’s
chairman, has written to the
government to call for a
delay to the 2019 deadline
for banks to ringfence their
UK retail operations, arguing
that it clashes with a
competition inquiry into high
street banking that might
propose structural reform.

Chief executive Antony Jenkins
has launched a restructuring of
Barclays’ investment bank,
which expanded in 2008 by
acquiring Lehman Brothers’ US
operations. The need to move
its UK retail business and its
US operations into separate
entities is set to add to calls
for the bank to split in two.

RBS is shrinking its markets
business, meaning a larger
portion of its UK business will
be able to sit within the retail
ringfence. The bank has always
signalled that it would opt for
a “broad” ringfence,
encompassing as much of its
retail and commercial
operation as possible.

The largely retail and
commercial lender has argued
it will not be as affected as
other banks by ringfencing as
wholesale operations make up
a small part of its business.
Analysts have speculated that
Lloyds could outsource
investment bank functions and
ringfence its entire business.

A US proposal forcing executives of the world’s largest
banks to defer compensation to prevent the kind of
risk taking that spurred the
financial crisis has become
bogged down in regulatory
infighting, causing a critical
Dodd-Frank
financial
reform mandate to languish
for the past three years.
US regulators want to
finalise the rule this year
but it is unclear if the six
agencies involved can meet
that goal, with some blaming each other for the delay,
according to people familiar
with the rule.
Several of the people said
that the Securities and
Exchange Commission is
behind the hold up, while
others say the banking regulators, who are leading the
effort, are at fault.
Advocates of a compensation rule say the proposal is
needed to prevent another
crisis because it will punish
bank executives if they put
their companies at risk.
Bonuses for executives of
AIG, which received a
$182bn government bailout,
caused an uproar in Congress in 2009.
Non-profit
advocacy
group Americans for Finan-

cial Reform blamed regulators for not working
together to finish the rule.
The group is to write to
the agencies this week. The
letter will also be sent to
lawmakers urging them to
finalise the proposal and
strengthen it by not leaving
implementation up to a
bank’s board or management.
“We consider this one of
the major pieces of unfinished business in DoddFrank,”
said
Marcus
Stanley, AFR policy director. “The regulators really
have to get their act
together. Bank CEOs need
to know that they face consequences for their bad
behaviour.”
The measure is on the
banking regulators’ 2014
agenda but is not on this
year’s to do list for the SEC,
though the agency does
include some corporate pay
disclosure measures.
The last time regulators
discussed the incentivebased compensation proposal was in 2011, when the
agencies sought public comment. The UK in July introduced proposals to claw
back bonuses, while the EU
has implemented bonus
caps.
The US’s proposed rule is
aimed at eliminating bonus

“ringfence” around the retail bank so
its essential operations continue even
if the whole bank fails.
The goal of the new system is to
ensure ringfenced banks are simpler
in their make-up and easier to wind
up in the event of failure. The
ringfence will cover lenders with at
least £25bn of retail and small and
medium-sized enterprises deposits,
and will come into force in 2019.

The Treasury in June put in place
secondary legislation defining what
activities can be conducted inside the
ringfence, offering concessions to
industry lobbyists who had pushed for
business customers to be offered products such as options and trade
finance. The next phase of the debate
will centre on the relationship
between ringfenced banks and other
members of broader banking groups,

which will be set out in the PRA consultation papers.
One banking insider said he
expected the PRA to be “sympathetic”
on the issue of board representation.
This could potentially mean allowing
more than one common director
between the boards of the different
parts of the business, if the bulk of
activity takes place in the ringfenced
bank. Another banker said companies

structures
that
could
encourage the excessive
risk taking that spurred the
financial crisis. The rule
requires
that
bonuses
should balance risk and
rewards, be compatible with
risk management practices
and be supported by strong
corporate governance.
The stakes are higher for
the biggest US banks like
JPMorgan, Citigroup and
Goldman Sachs, in addition
to the largest foreign banks
in the US. At those banks,
certain
top
executives
would have to defer at least
50 per cent of their bonuses
for at least three years. The
amount ultimately paid
would be adjusted to reflect
any losses during that time.

The differences between
banking and market regulators over the compensation
proposal are reminiscent of
disagreements that bogged
down the Volcker rule banning proprietary trading,
which was held up for
about two years before
being approved in late 2013.
Like the Volcker rule,
multiple
agencies
are
involved in the pay proposal, which slows down an
approval process.
The agencies writing the
compensation proposal are
the Federal Reserve, the
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, the Office of
the Comptroller of the Currency, the SEC, the Federal
Housing Finance Agency

Regulations would defer bonuses at big banks

and the National Credit
Union Administration.
The SEC has delayed
moving forward on the
measure partly because of
concerns about a cost-benefit analysis of the rule,
which is part of the market
regulator’s
requirements
but is not mandated for
bank oversight agencies,
people familiar with the
proposal said.
Opponents of SEC regulation have successfully sued
the agency on the basis of
an inadequate cost benefit
analysis.
Others say the banking
regulators are leading the
effort and control the meetings, so any delay is their
responsibility.
OCC Comptroller Tom
Curry has said he hoped to
finalise the rule this year,
while Fed vice-chairman
Stanley Fischer said this
week that more work needs
to be done on compensation
practices.
In the absence of a finalised rule, banking regulators have issued compensation guidelines but they do
not have the heft of a binding rule.
The Federal Reserve has
also conducted a review of
pay practices at the largest
banks to use in its supervision of banks.

Goldman seeks investors for traders’ chat service
By Tracy Alloway
in New York

Goldman Sachs has asked
financial companies across
Wall Street to invest
$5m-$6m each to create a
new online chat service, as
an alternative to Bloomberg
LP’s instant messaging.
Last month, the Financial
Times reported that the US
bank was spearheading an
attempt to build a chat
service for bankers and
traders that could compete
with the system installed
on Bloomberg’s $20,000-ayear terminals.
The new service was
believed to involve fusing
Goldman’s own in-house
messaging
technology,
known as Live Current,
with software developed by
Perzo, a California start-up

founded by David Gurle, a
former Thomson Reuters
executive.
Now,
Goldman
has
approached
companies
including
BlackRock,
JPMorgan Chase, Morgan
Stanley, HSBC, Bank of
America and Bank of New
York Mellon to invest as
much as $6m apiece in the
Perzo project, according to
people familiar with the
matter.
Goldman
declined
to
comment.
Reports of the funding
discussions come as big
banks
step
up
their
attempts to harness new
technology, in order to
improve their businesses
while cutting costs.
Goldman, in particular,
has been bulking up its
investment in new tech-

Like Lloyds, most of Santander
UK’s operations will go into
the ringfenced business. It has
raised the uncertainties over
ringfencing as a reason for
delaying its IPO in London. It
could benefit from softer
treatment on governance
issues than banks with larger
wholesale businesses.
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Infighting delays rules on US bonuses
By Gina Chon
in Washington

Santander UK

nology, with Lloyd Blankfein, chief executive, noting
in an interview with
Bloomberg Television this
year that: “We’re a technology firm.”
The online chat project

Goldman, in
particular, has
been bulking up
its investment in
new technology
was initially given the
internal code name “Babel”
at Goldman – leading some
at rival banks to refer to it
as “Babble”.
It has since been named
“Symphony”
and
may
launch as early as the second quarter of next year.

Goldman’s new chat platform is intended to be a
cheaper
alternative
to
Bloomberg’s terminal-based
system, at a time when
banks and financial groups
are under pressure to cut
costs.
It is also expected to be a
more open application than
the Bloomberg system.
Some people familiar with
the project said it represented a way for Goldman
to monetise its own inhouse technology. Live Current was rolled out last year
in an effort to protect sensitive internal communications at the bank.
Last year, Goldman executives confronted Bloomberg over the media group’s
alleged use of private terminal data to track individual
bankers. Bloomberg instant

messages have also become
important
sources
of
evidence
in
regulatory
investigations into banks’
conduct.
Symphony is not the only
rival chat service on Wall
Street. Markit, the financial
services and data firm, has
created a system that
allows users to connect different messaging functions
to each other.
Last
week,
Jefferies
became the latest financial
company to sign up to
use Markit’s Collaboration
Services.
Another
company
is
working on a chat platform
that would be aimed more
at broker-dealers such as
ICAP and Tullett Prebon
rather than large banks,
according to people familiar
with the plans.
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faced a significant struggle finding
sufficient new non-executives to sit on
the new boards that will be created.
At least 90 per cent of Santander UK
and Lloyds’ operations would qualify
for the ringfenced business, according
to analysts. Santander UK had considered transferring its non-ringfenced
operations into a separate UK branch
of its Spanish parent Banco Santander
– a move that would have allowed it
to escape some requirements for the
wholesale operation. But it discarded
the plan after receiving a cool reception from regulators.
The bank is now more likely to create a separate company that would sit
apart from the ringfenced and nonringfenced businesses housing shared
functions such as risk, finance, compliance and IT, according to a person
familiar with its plans.
Banks adopting this approach
would have to convince the regulator
that they would be able to spin off the
ringfenced business – and protect customers – without problems in the
event of financial difficulties.
Companies also face issues around
management structure, particularly
which part of the business would control strategy. Regulators and politicians are keen that the person heading the ringfenced business cannot be
overruled by the board of the holding
company. Another consideration is
ensuring that the non-ringfenced business is a viable entity in itself. “If you
stuck everything [possible] in the
ringfence then the business outside
would not be viable,” said one banker.
One option would be for banks without large wholesale operations to shut
these down completely – and outsource them to a third party, such as
JPMorgan or Deutsche Bank.
Etay Katz, a partner at City law
firm Allen & Overy, said there had
been a “pretty unsatisfactory failure”
among major countries to agree on
common principles and structures for
banks at an international level.
“We really have three very different
approaches to what structural reform
is supposed to look like,” he said, referring to the UK and US regimes and
proposals being considered in the EU.
That argument was refuted by Sir
John. “On structural reform, what the
UK is doing – and what Europe as a
whole will do if the Liikanen proposals are fully embraced – is towards
transatlantic convergence. As in the
US, banking groups can do both
retail/deposit banking and wholesale/
investment banking but for the safety
of the system there must be internal
separation between the two – in short,
structured universal banking.”
Reporting by Sam Fleming, Sharlene
Goff and Martin Arnold
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